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The study of educational administration and fomnal preparato y

programs for educational administrators have now reached a sufficiently

advanced stage in a number of countries to permit a limited comparative

analysis. In this paper attention is focused on preparatory programs in

Australia, Britain, Canada and New Zealand. The purposes of the paper are

(1) to describe similarities and differences in characteristics of educational

administration pro ams; (2) to compare selected characteristics of programs

in these countries with programs in the United States; and (3) to identify

common concerns which may merit further attention. These five countries all

participated in the parallel studies of preparatory programs which ere

initiated by the Commonwealth Council for Educational Administration and the

University Council fot Educational Administration and which were conducted by

researchers in each of the five countries. This paper draws the reports

of those studies submitted to the 1978 International Irtervisitation Program

at Vancouver, Canada, in May, 1978; the five reports are identified in the

list of references.

CHARACTERISTICS OF PROGRAMS

The opportunities for the study of educational administration in

Canada, Australia, Britain and New Zealand have increased substantially over

the past 20 years; growth in the last decade has been particularly rapid.

Today a variety of preparatory and in- service courses are offered by post-

secondary institutions, education departments and professional societies in

each country. The diversity of programs and activities ithin any one country

makes any generalizations about the stage of development somewhat hazardous

and comparisons between them subject to considerable errnr. Nevertheless,

lthere d) appear to be significant differences between countries in the general
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orientation and substance of preparatory programs. Some of these differences

as well as similarities are outlined below.

If the length of time that programs have been in existence can be used

as an indictor` of the present stage of development, then the initiation of

such programs becomes relevant. In Canada the first graduate program in

educational administration was established in 1956 at the University of Alberta.

A comparable date for Australia is 1959 when a program introduced at the

University of New England. During the early 1960s a program was developed at

the University of London Institute of Education to launch the formal study of

educational administration in Britain, while in New Zealand a program was

initiated at Victoria University in 1967. Today more than one-half of the

universities in each country offer courses and programs in educational.

administration. Such programs are available in approximately 30 universities

in Canada, 12 in Aust=ralia, 25 in Britain and three in New zealand (Miklos &

Nixon, 1978; Thomas, 1978; Baron & Uughes, 1978; Marshall, 1978). In addition

other post-secondary institutions -- colleges of advanced education in

Australia, the polytechnics in Britain, and teachers' colleges in Neer Zealand --

are involved both in formal courses of studies and in-service activities.

A general impression gained from descriptions of educational

administration programs is that university-based programs are more firmly

established in Australia and Canada than they are in Britain and New Zealand,

Canada the majority of the programs are offered by a distinct department

within a faculty of education. For Australia Thomas (197B) report. s that only

one university has virtually a department of educational administration while

the others are programs or areas rithin education departments. Baton and
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Hughes (1978) report that there are only four substantial clepartments of

educational administration in England and two in Scotland. Selected aspec

of the stage of development of programs in the four countries are summarized

in Table 1.

TEPILAIILITLTICate

As outlined in Table 1, the offerings in educational administration

in the four countries range from courses that nay be taken as electives on a

bachelor's program through to the doctorate. Only in New Zealand are the

programs limited to a post - graduate diploma; the full range of programs is

available in the other three countries. In Canada pre-master's diplomas are

offered at 13 universities while aster's p grams are offered by 27 and

doctoral programs by nine. Some institutions offer programs at all

three levels of study.

Specialization in educational administration in Australia is possible

at the bachelor's, the graduate diploma, the master's and doctoral levels.

The Ph.D. is offered by eight universities, the master's by 11, the graduate

diploma by three and the B.Ed. by five universities, Eleven of the advanced

colleges of education offer a graduate diploma, one offers a B.Ed. and two

the master's degree.

All three levels -- diploma, master's and doctorate -- are offered by

universities in Brit n with main emphasis on the master's; courses are also

available as electives on some bachelor's programs. At the doctoral level,

programs with specialization in educational administration are available in

some departments of public administration, sociology and economics as well as

in educational administration departments.
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Table 1. Development and Current Stage of Preparatory Programs
in Canada, Australia, Britain and New Zealand

Development Programs and Enrolments

C

A
N

A
D

A

- specialized programs
developed since 1956

- 29 of 43 degree-granting
institutions offer
programs at one or more

levels
- size ranges to more than

20 staff members
- usually a distinct department
within education faculty

pre-master's, master's and doctoral
programs in 13, 27 and 9 universities
respectively

- total enrolments approximately
3,000 master's and 175 doctoral

- only about 10 percent of master's
candidates are full-time

A
U
S

T
R.

A
L
1

A

Universities
- programs available at B.Ed. (graduate

or undergraduate),master's and Ph.D.
levels (no Ed.D. or Specialist)

- number of programs: 8 - Ph.D., 11 -
master's, 5 - B.Ed., and 3 - Dip. Grad.

- enrolments total approximately 600
at pre-master's, 500 at master's and
50 at Ph.D. levels

- ratio of full-time to part time 1:20
.

- graduate diploma offered by 11, the
B.Ed. by one, two offer a master's

- diplomas are either graduate or
undergraduate

- total enrolment is approximately
1,000; ratio of full-time to part-time
is about 1:100

- programs developed since
1959

- 12 of 19 universities offer
programs or courses

- departments not as common
as courses, areas or programs
within education

. . . . . . . .

Co _e-es of Advanced Education
- 25 of S4 colleges of advanced

education offer courses or
programs

- 13 offer distinct programs at
baccalaureate or diploma levels,
and 12 as components of other
programs

- usually in an education
department but also in some
noneducation

B

R
1

T

A
1

N

- programs have developed since
the early 1960s

- now courses or programs are
offered by 24 of 44 universities,
13 of 30 polytechnics plus other
colleges

- four main departments in
England and two in Scotland

- diploma, master's and doctoral
programs are available

- Ph.D. also available within social
and public administration, sociology,
economies departments

- variety of conferences, seminars,
short courses

E

E

A
L

A

N

- programs developed since

the mid-1960s with major
developments in the 19708

- three of six universities
recently expanded offerings

- teachers' colleges and

Education Department also
active

- teachers' college courses and

seminars; correspondence courses
by Education Department

- universities offer a post-graduate
diploma; no master's at present time
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Interest in graduate programs is at a high level, and where

opportunities for formal studies are limited as in New Zealand the demand

may exceed capacity. Approximately 3,000 master's and 175 doctoral candidates

were enrolled in Canadian universities in 1977. The numbers enrolled in

Australian universities were 600 pre - master's, 500 master's and 50 Ph.D. for

the same year. In all four countries the vast majority of the students are

enrolled on a part-time basis. The highest proportion of full -time students

appears to be in Canada, and that is only about 10 percent.

Characteristics of Students

The majority of students in all four countries are practicing educators

who are combining study with full-time employment. In Britain and New Zealand

the students are much more likely to be administrators than teachers who are

preparing themselves for administrative posts. The probability _that teachers

who do not hold administrative responsibilities would undertake graduate study

seems to be higher in Australia and Canada.

One common characteristic of students in the four settings, as indicated

in Table 2, is that only a small proportion e.re without teacher training and

some professional -- teaching if not teaching and administrative experience.

The minority who do not have this background are likely associated with

education in health services or government. The main admission criteria are

academic standing and professional background. Program descriptions do not

give any indication that emphasis placed on assessing the administrative

potential of those who do not already hold such posts prior to admission.

some of the Australian colleges of advanced education, considerable importance

is attached to suitable work experience.
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Table 2. Admission Criteria and Characteristics of
Students in Four Countries

Country

C

A
N
A

A

Characteristic

- grade point average and letters of recommendation are most
frequently used selection criteria

- professional experience considered

- most students are local, part-time

- master's generally find school-level posts while doctoral
graduates go to universities, colleges and education depart-en

A
fT

T

A
L

A

Universities

admission criteria include teacher training, professional
experience, and academic standing

- about two-thirds employed by state departments as teachers or
administrators

- others include lecturers, staff training personnel from business
industry and government departments

O 0 0

allelsilf Advanced Education

- most part-time students have teacher training

- about three-quarters employed as teachers or administrators

- one-quarter are involved with education in some way in
professions such as nursing, higher education, or armed forces

- work experience required may be as high as five years

R

I

T

A

I

N

N A
E L

W A
N

emphasis on serving mature professionals who hold or
are likely to hold administrative posts

most are practicing school administrators; few without
either teaching or administrative experience

-

- some programs serve overseas students

mainly part-time students who enrol three-year
programs of study while employed

- demand for opportunities to study exceeds resources and
programs available
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Since the majority of students are already practicing educators,

placement has not been a problem in any of the four countries. Those already

employed as teachers evidently continue until they are successful in an

application. The diploma and master's graduates usually find school level

pests while the doctorate leads to academic appointments or administrative

posts at other levels.

ent and Structure

The elements of programs of study bear a high degree of similarity

across the four countries; however, there are also differences in emphasis

and orientation as is suggested by Table 3. Topics such as administrative

theory, leadership, policymaking, educational planning and so forth appear in

nearly all courses or programs at various levels. differences probably enter

into specific content and whether the course is conceptual or technical,

theoretical or applied in orientation.

According to Baron and Hughes (1978) the main thrust of developments

educational administration in Britain is to improve practice. A similar

practical or applied orientation comes through in the description of courses

in New Zealand. Although the programs in Australia and Canada generally would

appear to strive for a balanced orientation, there probably are differences

between programs and institutions. Canadian graduate students perceive an

emphasis on conceptual and human relations skills rather than on technical

skills.

In Britain the study of educational administration draws on the fields

public and social administration and on management in the industrial and

cial sectors resulting in a blending of the two orientations. Changes

in the structure of local government have tended to bring about a closer

9



Table 3. Structure and Content of Educational Administration

Programs in Four Countries

Canada

emphasis on conceptual

and human relations

skills

- topics stressed include

administrative theory,

decision making,

leadership

- few requirements out-

side of educational

administration

- master's programs are

either course or course

plus thesis

- one-half of master's

candidates have no

research project

- majority of programs

do not require

participation in

field experiences

- few master's programs

have full-time residency

but doctoral do have

- doctoral programs

consist of course work

plus thesis

students spend a high

proportion of time in

formal studies

- instruction by discussion,

lecture and independent

study

- case studies most

common form of simulation

Australia Britain New Zealand

variations in emphasis

at master's level

- topics stressed include

planning and policy,

organization theory and

research methodology

- colleges of advanced

education show concern

for both theoretical and

practical; some stress

one more than the other

master's programs tend to

have thesis requirement,

some are by thesis only

- only to universities

offer course only

master's program

Ph.D, is typically

research and thesis

without coursework

- lectures and seminars

frequently used

- case studies, role

playing, in-basket

main simulations used in

teaching

general orientation

is to improve

administrative practice

- educational administration

a blend of public and

industrial administration

- topics emphasized include

administrative theory,

political theory, organi-

zational analysis and

finance, planning

- polytechnics tend to

emphasize management,

a generalist approach

with close links to

local government

participative modes of

teaching are used

- structured discussion

but also case studies

and simulations

- topics include

papers on

instructional

leadership, theory

and process in school

administration, planning

and educational management

teachers colleges

provide practical

courses

- Department offers

correspondence courses

10



linking of educetion and public administration than is the case elsewhere.

Baron and Hughes (1978) report that the polytechnics, in particular, tend to

emphasize nagement aspects and to adopt a snore generalist approach to

administration. Some of the programs in Britain are designed specifically to

serve the needs of overseas students mainly from developing countries.

In the early stages of the development of educational administration

in Canadian universities, the master's program usually consisted of course work

and thesis. Recently the courses only program has become an alternative route

in most universities and the only route to the master's degree in some. At

the present time only about one-half of the students in master's programs are

likely to do a research project as part of their programs. The thesis is

usually required on master's programs in Australia and some programs involve

thesis only. According to Thomas (1978) only two degree programs -- the M.Ed.

Admin. (Eons.) at the University of New England and an M.Ed. route at the

University of Western Australia -- are by courses only.

The extent to which course work is included in doctoral programs

varies, In Canada doctoral requirements include both course work and thesis

research. However, in Australia the Ph.D. in educational admini

typically by research and thesis only without a course component.

In keeping with other characteristics, full-time studies on campus is

not a distinctive feature of programs below the doctoral level. The majority

of prograhs in Canada do not have a full-time residency requirement, although

some universities have retained this feature. In other countries the emphasis

seems to be on off-campus teaching through development of external programs

in Australia and correspondence courses in New Zealand, for example.

ration is



Instructional Methods

The approaches used teaching educational adminis tration appear to

be highly similar across tile four countries. In all types of programs

instrucctcors appear to p lace graatezt reliance on lecture and discus sion, iith

the la tter being used t a. greater extent than trhe former. Simulat ions a re

generally limited to cage tt dies, role playing and in- basket exerclses.

Indica ti cons from the vaalotis reports suggest thmt s tuden is in all ccuri

could envie te graduate 'programs without encountering other than the d rd

approaches to teaching. Even. vii er rn.ore vative teaching s trategies a=e

used, these would appear t_ room only a minor po-rti n of in.strnctional

activities.

Given the background of students, it is undersF tadable that field

experiences and internships are not prominent amcng the learning activiti -5 in

educational administration programs. Recruitmen t of candidates who air early hold

administrative posts and the predominance of par -t-tize students in programs

seem to jus tify the Ulrich fornial studies emp has dzed.

pxo xaoz Chan ea

Recent and proposed program changes reported Ear the four crmunrxims

rggest a continuation o =f the evnlr tionary development of educational

adminis n rather than any rn.sjour shifts in direction. In Canada-, the most

frequently reported changes by depaztment chairpersons were in cours e cont=ent

and instructional method s, 11-te structure of programs -- required an d ele Live

courses, research requir m ts, and others -- are also undergoing rno-dif Ica_ ion.

In the recent study (Miklos & Nixon, 1978) a number of chairpersons idanti fied

itinen.t and admission as areas needing attenioti. Similar develement s

ere reported by Thomas 419 78) for Aus tralLa 1- perhaps increased emphas is
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on developing programs for external students. Tn New Zealand some special

topics within education=al administration are being developed but the direction

of developments, other than the efforts to increase opportunities, is not clear.

The situation is somewhat similar in Britain even though there is a variety of

approaches to the study of administrat.f,orr. Baron and Hughes (1978) suggest

that there appears a need for a coherent national strategy and that it

may be desirable to have a more unified approach than exists at present.

COMPABISCNb WITH PROGRAMS IN THE UNITED STATES

The study of educational Aministratio and the formal preparation of

administrators have a much longer history in the United States than in the four

countries described in the preceding sections. Developments in Canada,

Australia, Britain and New Zealand have been influenced by these programs of

study and related scholarly activity. However, these developments are also

marked by differences that result from the variations in context and the unique

character of education and the administration of education. Of the four cou=ntries`,

Canada would seem to be the most similar to the United States in terms of the

characteristics of graduate programs while New Zealand and Britain would app

to be the most dissimilar. On a number of characteristics, Australia would

probably fall somewhere in between the extremes.

In view of the great variations within any one country, the comparison

of similarities and differences must be kept at a fairly general level. Further

more, similarities are likely to be of less interest than differences. For that

reason the purpose of this paper will be best served by highlighting some of

the differences that exist between the characteristics of programs in the

United States and one or more f the other countries. A number of these are
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summarized below:

1. Unlike the majority of states in the United States, most of the

educational systems in the f u countries do not have a formal certification

requirement for educational administrators. The programs of study and inservice

educational activities have developed in the absence of any specific training

requirements. high demand for these programs must be attributed to a variety

of factors which will include the expectation that formal study will facilitate

either entry into administration or mobility within the administrative structure,

or contribute to improved practice. The programs serve practicing professionals

many of who already hold administrative posts, at least in the early stages of

the development f administration programs; there e, for many students they

are not preparatory other than in the sense of preparatory for improved admin-

istration or improved qualifications for other administrative posts.

2. In a number of the countries, activities that can be defined as

administrator preparation appear to be more diffuse than they area in Canada or

the United States, particularly in terms of the variety of institutions involved.

In the Baron and Hughes (1978) report mention is rude of the universities, poly-

technics, further education colleges and colleges of advanced education which

are all involved in some form of preparation or iEservice training activities

for administrators in Britain. The scene is somewhat complicated in Australia

by the activities of the colleges of advanced education and the education

departments in some states. In New Zealand, the universities, some teachers'

colleges and the education department are all active in education activities

for administrators. Although universities and Institutions with university

status do not have a monopoly on administrator preparation in Canada and the

United States, the locus of responsibility for administration programs seems

to be more clearly defined.
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3. Unlike the mined States where the master's degree is the lowest

qualification, the four Commonwealth countries provide for formal study at the

pre - master's level either as courses towards a bachelor's degree or as under-

graduate and graduate diplomas. These programs provide for initial szudy under

circumstances where the requirements for the graduate degree -- residency or

full-time study, research components, and other conditions -- might make it

difficult for such programs to become established.

4, Two fairly common programs of study in the United States have as

yet not developed in the four Commonwealth countries to any great extent.

These are the Ed.D. and the Specialists or sixth year which are not offered in

two countries that do offer programs to the doctoral level, namely, Australia

and Britain. Only two Canadian universities offer the Ed.D. degree and none

fer a program intermediary between the master's and doctorate, although this

under consideration in at least one university.

A research requirement in the form of a thesis seems to be a more

significant component of master's and doctoral programs in Australia and Erita

than it is in Canada and the United States. Although doctoral programs in all

countries include a research requirement, the Ph.D. in Australia and Britain

may consist of thesis research only without any coursework while doctoral

programs in Canada usually include a course component. At the master's level

the thesis is more common in Australia and Britain than it is in Canada.

Although master's programs in Canada are likely to have required research

courses and provision for individual research activity, the thesis as a formal

requirement remains in only a minority of programs. Even where a thesis

requirement does exist, there is likely to be an alternate route.

A discussion of the bases for these differences is beyond the scope of

this paper. Some of them clearly relate to characteristics of the educational
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system and views about preparing for administrative responsibilities, others

appear to result from differences in academic traditions :ounding graduate

programs in professional fields.

SOME COMMON CHALLENGES

In the report of the United States study Silver asks "Are there

promising procedures and practices in Commonwealth nations that we should

attempt adapt in the United States?" (Silver & Spuc 1978, pp. 213-214).

Similar questions could be phrased for any of the other countries. Although

the information available does not permit definitive judgments about the

desirability of particular practices, there are indications of common problems

challenges on which some exchange of information or cooperative efforts might

be productive. A number of these are outlined below.

1. The proportion of part-time students is high irl all countries, and

there is no indication that this situation will change in the near future.

Indeed, if there is to be any change it

reduced full-time study requirements.

programs of study for part-time student

will likely be in the direction of

Consequently, designing appropriate

is a common problem which merits

careful attention if the quality of learning activities to be maintained or

improved. All five countries have a background of experience in providing

programs for students who are also employed but the nature of the experience

differs. Exchange of information about such activities as the external progra

In Australia, correspondence courses in New Zealand, and day release programs

in Britain might stimulate evaluation and re- examination of present practices

in an attempt to develop more effective programs.

2. Descriptions of programs in all five countries mention the heavy

reliance which instructors place on the more or less tandard techniques
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lecture and discussion. Although mention is made of various forms of simulation,

these do not seem to have developed to the extent that was anticipated when they

were introduced. This raises questions about the reasons for such limited use.

Is discussion the most suitable way to learn the concepts included in graduate

programs? How might greater individualization be achieved? What views do

instructors and students hold concerning the effective means for learning about

administration and learning how to perform as an administrator? There may be

sufficient variation in practices across countries to warrant a comparative

analysis. If there is not such variation, then there may be a common problem

that warrants general attention.

3. The emergence of literature on educational administration in the

different countries opens the possibility for differences in the definitions of

the field of study. Such differences would also be reflected in the substance

of the courses which may bear similar titles; for example, educational management

educational planning may have important different emphases in different

contexts. The Baron and Hughes (1978) report suggests that the study of

educational administration has a broader base in Britain than in other countries

due to closer links with public administration and a pragmatic orientation.

Similar types of cliff e ences, probably subtle in nature, may be emerging in

other countries. Studies of these differences would be instructive for those

who are concerned about defining the field in relation to developing preparation

programs.

4. Administrator epa-a on programs in each country are evolving in

response to pressures both within and outside of the profession. The problems

and issues being faced in one context may not have surfaced as yet in another

or may have already been resolved. Although there is the danger that the
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problems of others may blind us to our ow and that inappropriate solutions may

be imported, the potential benefits of looking beyond our borders probably out

weigh the risks. Consequently, efforts to bring about a more unified approach

ffm the development of administrator preparation in Britain, of balancd in

rarientation of Canadian programs, of relationship of university to college

Pr g in Australia and of developing graduate programs in New Zealand may

have- relevance for all countries. The manner in which each country adjusts

these conditions and changing circumstances would seem to be information that

is worthwhile sharing.

CONCLUSION

One of the problems encountered in developing an international

perspective on any topic is that of incomplete data. Although e substantial

amount of information resulted from the five parallel studies, the broad survey

approach adapted to the characteristics of each country limits the extent

which comparative analyses can be carried out and increases the probability of

distortion and error. Even a superficial analysis has, however, identified

common problems and also some differences which merit further examination. As

a result of the initial surveys it is also possible to specify more precisely

just what questions should be asked in different countries. Future research

activities could be more focused eith.r by using a standardized format to what

ever extent is possible or by specifying the questions and adapting the means

for collecting the information to each particular country. A combination of

these twc, and possibly other alternatives, might be considered by those

interested in further research.

Future studies might also focus more on the definition and substance of

administrative studies in different contexts rather than on the structure and
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mechanics of programs. There is some danger that focusing attention on the

framework may distract attention from important differences in substance

Attempting to get at these differences may be more challenging than examining

the framework. Such an approach would be consistent with the current concern

about the definition of the field of study, the means for conceptualizing

administ:-Ation and the means f learning about the practice of educational

administration.
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